
 

 

 
Abstract—The speed multiplier is the main component of 

the transmission of wind turbines. The problem of choosing the 
optimal scheme of speed multiplier is one of the first to be 
solved in the process of designing such a transmission. The co-
axial speed multipliers can use one of the two specific 
solutions: with two spur or helical gears or with planetary 
gears. In choosing between these solutions, few criteria like 
load capacity, volume and costs must be considered. The paper 
is giving recommendations for choosing the optimal solution of 
speed multipliers. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
PEED multipliers are often used in mechanical 
transmissions of wind turbines. They are needed in 

order to increase the relative small rotational speed of the 
propeller to the nominal relative high rotational speed of 
the generator. The size of the wind turbine is determining 
the generator and its nominal rotational speed [1]. For 
small power wind turbines (P <50 kW), the multiplication 
ratio of the speed multiplier is usually up to 15. 

At present, small wind turbines are used, mainly due to 
their high efficiency in comparison with the larger-size 
wind turbines and the possibility of being installed in 
isolated locations. 

Coaxial speed multipliers have the advantage of the 
same axis of the input and the output shafts, which makes 
them the usual solution for small wind turbines [2], [3]. 

There are two specific solutions of  coaxial speed 
reducers with gears: common coaxial - with two helical 
gears (Fig. 1.); planetary gears (Fig. 2.). 

The common coaxial solution is using two successively 
exterior gears and the multiplication ratio is  
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where z1, z2, z3 and z4 are the number of teeth of gears. 
Fig. 1. also presents the pitch diameters dw and the center 
distance aw. Since the gear calculus is based on calculus 
of speed reducers, pinions and wheels are numbered 
according to this. 

 
The planetary solution is using a planetary unit with a 

central pinion 1, a solar wheel 4 and a number ns of  
satelites 2 with mobile axes (carrier). The solar wheel is 
blocked, the input is on the carrier and the output is on 
the pinion. The center distance of the exterior gear 1-2 is 
aw. The multiplication ratio is  
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Fig. 1.  Common coaxial speed multiplier. 

 

 
Fig. 2.  Planetary speed multiplier. 

 
Many studies [4]-[8] have been developed in order to 

optimize the choosing of the gear ratios of the consisting 
gears of a transmission, starting with different criteria, 
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like: minimal summed centre distances, minimal volume 
of gears or minimal length. 

This paper is comparing the two coaxial solutions 
considering the influence of multiplication ratio on their 
overall dimension and gear volume (as costs indicator). 

II. THEORETICAL BASES 

Relationships are drawn with the purpose of 
determining the overall dimension  and the volume of the 
gears of the two solutions, transmitting the same power, 
in the same working conditions, with the same 
multiplication ratio. Considering known the transmitted 
power and the working conditions, the relationships must 
depend on the multiplication ratio ir.  

The dimensions of the speed multipliers are 
established from the gear strength calculation and are 
directly depending of the center distance aw of the most 
loaded gear.  

Even if calculation of a speed multiplier can be 
developed on the speed reducer obtained by movement 
inversion (output torque for speed multiplier being input 
torque for speed reducer), the problem is a little different. 
In the case of speed reducers one of the inputs for 
determining optimized gear ratios is a constant input 
torque Tinp. In the case of speed multipliers, a constant 
input torque Tinp is determining, for different transmission 
ratios, different output torques, so the results may be 
different than for speed reducers. 

The most loaded gear of the common solution of 
coaxial speed multiplicator is the gear 3-4 (see Fig. 1.) 
and the gear 1-2 (see Fig. 2.) for the planetary solution. 

The inputs for the gear strength calculation are: gear 
ratio (u); torque at the pinion (T1); Rotational speed at the 
pinion (n1); number of cycles per rotation of pinion (1). 
These parameters are depending on the speed multiplier 
solution. 

Gear ratio (u), u1 is the transmission ratio between 
pinion and wheel. 

For the common coaxial speed multiplier (see Fig. 1.) 
 
 IIuu  , (3) 
 
where uII is the transmission ratio of the second stage of 
the reducer, gear 3-4 (uII  - the gear ratio of the second 
stage of the reducer, gear 3-4). 

References [4]-[8] gives reccomendations for choosing 
the optimal gear ratios of the two stages of the common 
coaxial transmission depending on global transmission 
ratio and different optimization criteria. 

For Case A – good lubricating conditions [8]: 
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For the Case B – equal use of loading capacity of the 

two stages [8]: 
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Case C considers the gear ratio uII depending on global 

transmission ratio, established in [7], considering the 
criterion of minimum overall dimension for speed 

multipliers. 
For the planetary speed multiplier (see Fig. 2.)  
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Torque at the pinion (T1) is depending on the input 

torque Tinp. 
For the common coaxial speed multiplier (see Fig. 1.) 
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 For the planetary speed multiplier (see Fig. 2.)  
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where: K is the coefficient of non-uniform load 
distribution on satellites K =1.25 for ns = 3; ns – number 
of satellites.  

Rotational speed at the pinion (n1) is depending on the 
input rotational speed ninp. 

For the common coaxial speed multiplier (see Fig. 1.) 
 
 IIinp1 unn  . (9) 
 

For the planetary speed multiplier (Fig. 2.)  
 
 Minp1 inn  . (10) 
 

The number of cycles per rotation of pinion (1) is:    
1 = 1, for common coaxial speed multiplier (see Fig. 1.);   
1 = ns, for planetary speed multiplier (see Fig. 2.). 

The center distance aw is established from a pre-
dimensioning calculation at contact stress and bending 
stress [8]. 

An analysis on the influence of the inputs on the 
presumed dimension of the most loaded gear shows the 
following comparison between the common coaxial and 
the planetary solution: 

 The common coaxial gear 3-4 has smaller gear 
ratio than the planetary gear 1-2 for high 
multiplication ratios (iM > 9), but higher gear ratio 
for low multiplication ratios (iM < 9); 

 The common coaxial gear 3-4 has smaller 
rotational speed, reducing the dynamic factor Kv 
and smaller number of cycles, increasing the 
running time factor ZN; 
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 The planetary gear 1-2 has smaller torque at the 
pinion. 

The geometrical parameters of the two solutions of 
coaxial multipliers, with influence on optimization 
criteria are: pitch diameters, overall dimension and gear 
volume. 

Pitch diameters (dw) are calculated depending on the 
speed multiplier solution. 

For common coaxial speed multiplier (see Fig. 1.) 
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For planetary speed multiplier (see Fig. 2) 
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The overall dimension (G) is calculated depending on 

the speed multiplier solution. 
For common coaxial speed multiplier (see Fig. 1.) 
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For planetary speed multiplier (see Fig. 2.) 

 
 4wdG  . (14) 
 

The gear volume (V) is calculated depending on the 
speed multiplier solution. 

For common coaxial speed multiplier (see Fig. 1.) 
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where aI and aII are the width coefficients of the two 
gear stages. 
 

For planetary speed multiplier (see Fig. 2.) 
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considering the width coefficient a and a 0.1 dw4 height 
of the solar gear rim. 
 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Overall dimension and volume of both solutions of 
coaxial speed multipliers have been established for a 
series of transmission ratio ir {5, 6.3, 8, 10, 12.5, and 
14} according to the Romanian Standard for coaxial 

speed reducers [9]. 
Parameters used as constants in gear strength calculus 

have been adopted as follows: 
 transmitted power – P=10 kW; 
 input rotational speed – ninp=100 rpm; 
 total running time – Lh=10000 h; 
 helical angle –  =10, for all gears; 
 width coefficient – aI =0.25…3;  aII  = 0.3…0.4 

for common coaxial solution and a = 0.3 for 
planetary solution; 

 number of satellites – ns = 3. 
The values of these parameters have been chosen [8] 

as medium values recommended for usual constructions 
of gears. 

Fig. 3., respectively Fig. 4., present diagrams of 
variation of overall dimension and respectively gear 
volume, depending of imposed multiplication ratios for 
the different solutions and calculus cases. For common 
coaxial speed multipliers, maximum width coefficients 
were considered: aI = 0.3; aII  = 0.4. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Comparison between overall dimension of  common 

coaxial multipliers (Case A-C) with maximum width and 
planetary multipliers. 

 
Fig. 5., respectively Fig. 6. present diagrams of 

variation of overall dimension and respectively gear 
volume, depending of imposed multiplication ratios for 
the different solutions and calculus cases. For common 
coaxial speed multipliers minimum width coefficients 
were considered: aI = 0.25; aII  = 0.3. 

Following conclusions can be drawn: 
 The proposed repartition of gear ratios from Case C 

[7] gives better results for both minimum overall 
dimension and gear volume with visible difference 
towards the other two cases;  

 Increase of overall dimension with multiplication 
ratio is faster for planetary solution and slower for 
common solution; 
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Fig. 4. Comparison between gear volume of  common coaxial 

multipliers (Case A-C) with maximum width and planetary 
multipliers. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Comparison between overall dimension of  common 

coaxial multipliers (Case A-C) with minimum width and 
planetary multipliers. 

 
 Gear volume is much lower for planetary solution 

than for the common coaxial solution; As a 
comparison for costs, it must be considered also the 
influence of specific technology and complex 
construction for planetary solutions and different 
number of gears (1+ns+1, for planetary solution and 
4, for common coaxial solution); 

 Decrease of width coefficients for the common 
coaxial solution only determines increases, bigger 
for overall dimension smaller for gear volume; it 
does not influence choosing of gear ratios on stages 
of the common coaxial solution (Cases A-C). 

 

 
Fig. 6. Comparison between gear volume of  common coaxial 

multipliers (Case A-C) with minimum width and planetary 
multipliers. 

 
The use of common coaxial solution is not 

recommended for lower multiplication ratios. The 
common solution can be suitable for higher transmission 
ratios but planetary solutions in two steps can also be 
considered. Planetary solution has always the advantage 
of symmetrical construction and higher mechanical 
efficiency. Presented diagrams can serve for a good 
comparison between solutions. 
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